Is the Elevation of Depressed Calveria over Superior Sagittal Sinus (SSS)-(No Men Land) Rightly Contraindicated?
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Abstract
Depressed skull fracture over superior sagittal sinus (SSS) is most common type of dural venous sinus injury with significant morbidity and mortality. Significant dural sinus injury occurs in 1.5 to 5% of all head injury cases and SSS injury accounts for 70 to 80%. Depressed skull fractures over SSS occasionally lead to occlusion of SSS, resulting in secondary intracranial hypertension and neurological deficit. Classical teaching is to treat these cases conservatively because of risk of fatal venous haemorrhage. The use of surgical management in these cases is a matter of controversy. However, some series documented safe fracture elevation over the SSS with clinical and radiographic resolution. Here, we are reporting surgically treated three cases of SSS injury due to depressed skull fracture with good outcome.
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Introduction
Depressed skull fracture presents after a high energy direct trauma to a small surface area of skull. Superior sagittal sinus injury (SSS) due to depressed skull fracture is most common type of dural venous sinus injury with significant morbidity and mortality. Depressed skull fractures over SSS occasionally lead to occlusion of SSS, resulting in secondary intracranial hypertension and neurological deficit. Classical teaching is to treat these cases conservatively because of risk of fatal venous haemorrhage⁷⁹. The use of surgical management in these cases is a matter of controversy. However, some published series documented safe fracture elevation over the SSS with clinical and radiographic resolution²⁴⁸¹³. In support, we report the surgically treated three cases of of SSS injury with good outcome.

Case Report
Case 1: A 50 year old patient came with externally compound depressed fracture on the top of skull due to fall from height with grossly contaminated wound. CT head with 3D reconstruction revealed depressed bone over middle 1/3rd of SSS. The depressed bone was elevated and tear over SSS repaired with gel foam and muscle patch. After haemostasis wound was thoroughly cleaned. Patient was discharged on post-op day 10 (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).

Case 2: A 36 year old male came with externally compound fracture on posterior parietal region. NCCT head revealed depressed bony fracture over post 1/3rd of SSS with thin extradural hematoma and right temporal contusion. Burrhole was made on right parietal bone near depressed segment, which was then partially removed and EDH evacuated. Postoperative CT scan revealed temporal contusion only. Post-op MR Venography was suggestive of normal SSS. Patient got improved and was discharged on post-op day 8 (Fig. 3, Fig. 4).

Case 3: A 38 year old male came with externally – internally compound fracture with CSF leakage from wound and nose due to RTA. NCCT head revealed depressed bone over anterior portion of SSS. Bifrontal crainotomy was done and SSS was ligated safely. Dural repair was done with pericranium and frontal sinuses were exteriorized. Postoperative course was uneventful.
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Fig. 1: 3D CT image showing depressed fracture of skull

Fig. 2: Photograph of patient showing depressed fracture intraoperative

Fig. 3: MR VENOGRAPHY showing patent superior sagittal sinus after elevation of depressed fracture

Fig. 4: CT scan showing depressed fracture skull

Discussion

Classical teaching is to treat these cases conservatively because of risk of fatal venous haemorrhage. In Cushing series and Meirowsky series mortality noted in dural sinus injury were 78% and 12% respectively. Depressed calvarial fracture may lead to SSS occlusion. SSS occlusion leads to raised intra-cranial pressure, cortical vein thrombosis, and encephalopathy. Successful conservative management with repeated human lumbar puncture, oral acetazolamide and anticoagulants has been described for SSS thrombosis leading to raised intra-cranial pressure. Spontaneous recanalization is also reported. Literature has shown immediate normalization and rapid resolution of symptoms and signs as well as SSS patency improvement after elevation.

Spontaneous recanalization is also reported. Several published reports document safe fracture elevation after failed conservative management. In a patient with traumatic SSS injury leading to total SSS obstruction, elevation of the bony fragments leads to resolution of headache and obtundation. More recently, another patient with an open parietal depressed fracture and partial SSS obstruction underwent fracture elevation, leading to

Successful conservative management with repeated human lumbar puncture, oral acetazolamide and anticoagulants has been described for SSS thrombosis leading to raised intra-cranial pressure. Spontaneous recanalization is also reported. Literature has shown immediate normalization and rapid resolution of symptoms and signs as well as SSS patency improvement after elevation.

Factors justifying surgical treatment include presence of CSF leak suggestive of dural tear, open fracture suggestive of risk of infection, significant mass effect on underlying parenchyma and marked cosmetic disfigurement. In such cases, operative debridement with or without elevation of fracture fragments and primary dural closure where appropriate can prevent associated sequelae, however, it is not clear that fracture elevation aids in prevention of post-traumatic epilepsy.

Several published reports document safe fracture elevation after failed conservative management. In a patient with traumatic SSS injury leading to total SSS obstruction, elevation of the bony fragments leads to resolution of headache and obtundation. More recently, another patient with an open parietal depressed fracture and partial SSS obstruction underwent fracture elevation, leading to
immediate intraoperative ICP reduction\(^{(4)}\). Although all patients deserve individual consideration, surgical exposure led to safe decompression followed by resolution of all neurological findings attributable to secondary intracranial hypertension.

**Conclusion**

Hence, it is recommended that if expertise in neuro-trauma is available, all patients with significant calvarial fracture over superior SSS should be surgically treated with follow up intracranial hypertension and MR Venography for patency and flow in SSS.
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